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Chapter 2339 
"Southern Boss, why don't you focus on worrying 
about yourself? Take this! Stormy Punch!” Arthur 
roared. 
Taking advantage of the Southern Boss's distraction, 
he launched the most powerful method of the 
Thompsons: Stormy Punch. 
A tremendous amount of true energy emerged from 
the palms of his hands and darted toward the 
Southern Boss. 
"Damn it!" The Southern Boss paled and backed 
away swiftly. 
However, Arthur's power was far too strong and the 
Southern Boss struggled to get away from his range 
no matter how hard he 
tried. 
"Don't think that the Thompsons are the only ones 
with an Ultimate Progressive class method! Take my 
Divine Kick!" Running 
out of places to escape, the Southern Boss leaped 
into the air and launched a powerful kick to meet 
Arthur's Stormy Punch. 



"Baam!" 
The attacks launched by Arthur and the Southern 
Boss clashed. 
The Southern Boss, who fell short in strength, 
struggled to cope with Arthur's Stormy Punch and 
was sent flying. 
The Southern Boss did a backflip in the air and 
landed, stumbling backward. 
"Take this!" Arthur charged forward and launched 
another attack at the Southern Boss to defeat him, 
knowing that the 
Thompsons would have a far better chance of 
winning if the Southern Boss suffered grave injuries. 
"Southern Boss, let me help you!" Noticing that the 
Southern Boss was about to be defeated, Devon 
reacted in time and leaped 
into the air to attack Arthur from behind. 
With Devon's support, the Southern Boss quickly 
recovered his composure and started to corporate 
with Devon to fight Arthur. 
"Damn it!" Arthur was frustrated, but helpless. 
Though he was a formidable martial artist, both the 
Southern Boss and Devon were powerful as well. 
The Southern Boss was merely slightly weaker than 
Arthur, while Devon reached the Intermediate 
Almighty State years ago and 



was close to reaching the Advanced Almighty State, 
which made him far stronger than the Grand 
Apostle. 
Being outnumbered, Arthur was slowly forced into a 
defensive position but managed to keep the 
Southern Boss and Devon 
occupied without being defeated for the time being. 
"Arthur, we're coming to help!" With Arthur under 
attack, the Thompsons snapped out of it and the 
Four Elders strode forward, 
ready to leap to Arthur's aid. 

   
 


